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SUSTAILABILITY POLICY

Sustainable development is a general objective of the European Union. The
European Union's Sustainable Development Strategy was updated in 2006. Strategic
documents developed by Member States to promote sustainable practices complement
the Lisbon Strategy for Growth and Jobs (the Lisbon Strategy), recognizing that
economic, social and environmental goals can complement each other and develop and
need to be developed in parallel
The business concept of BCC-95 is to offer safe, well-designed and high-quality
products at a competitive price. Quality also means that our products must be produced
in a way that is environmentally and socially compliant. We have a responsibility to
everyone who contributes to our success. That is why we are committed to working
closely with our suppliers and business partners to achieve long-term, sustainable
social
and
environmental
standards.
In order for our products and our policy to be sustainable and long-lasting, we are
committed to continuing to implement a number of sustainable development measures.
1. Coworkers development
In BCC 95 Ltd we believe that we can achieve sustainability only if all our
coworkers are looking in one and same direction. That is why we are trying to give a
positive impact and to support their ability to grow. We are aiming to improve their
physical and psychological health, together with their better performing in the company.
We encourage the coworkers’ development in order to obtain better working skills.
2. Community and charity
As a company that is aiming to have a sustainable development we cannot
neglect the community we are working in. We are aiming to have a positive impact on
the people and the community. For this reason, we support and donate in the long term
local schools, arts clubs, cultural and sporting organizations. That is why we promote
initiatives to make a difference and we support nonprofit organizations in their work.
3. Circular economy
The waste for once can be resource for another. The leading goal of BCC 95 Ltd.
is to transform waste into resources. We are a company focused on improving resource
efficiency and a long-term positive impact on the environment. We are having an active
approach for finding new ways how to handle waste as a resource.
4. Air pollution and CO2 Emissions
BCC 95 Ltd. follows the principles of active and intelligent environmental
protection. To do this, we work with transport companies that are proven professionals
in the field and are committed to minimize emissions by continuously renewing their
fleet with the latest vehicles to all types of transport services. We strive to maximize the
filling rate and load on cars that we use for both external and domestic transport. Our
goal is to make only one course per day between our production sites and the truck to
be
filled
as
much
as
possible
in
both
directions.
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For internal transport we use mainly electric forklifts and we aim to keep this trend when
buying new lifting equipment. Besides the CO2 emissions we strive to restrict the other
air emissions by all possible means.
5. Energy and climate change
As a part of an active system and we are already facing the climate changes.
That is why our aim is to decrease our greenhouse emissions through improving our
energy efficiency and using low carbon energy sources. No matter of the actions we are
taking for future impact we are already facing the climate changes and we have to resist
them if we want to have a sustainable development. We are looking in a direction to
have facilities that are protected from storms, high temperature fluctuations and flows.
Those are the major risks at our climate area.
6. Chemicals
The chemicals are part of our production processes that we cannot fully
eliminate, for that reason BCC 95 Ltd is mapping the usage of all chemicals and reduce
it as much as possible. We are actively working in a direction to decrease the amount of
chemicals added to our final products, used in our daily operation or counted as a
dangerous waste. We are actively tracking the news in the industry in order to
implement all known process and material improvements for further decrease of
chemical use.
7. Water
Water is one of the basic conditions for life and for that reason we need to save it
as much as possible. No matter that for the production processes of BCC 95 ltd, a
minimum quantity of water are used we are working in a direction to decrease it
additionally.
The management staff of BCC 95 Ltd. understands that sustainable
development means responsibility to people and the environment. We aim to
focus on all aspects of energy-saving technologies and manufacturing processes
to resource efficiency, customer service and social and public responsibility.
Therefore, the protection of the environment and resources, as well as health and
safety at work requirements are an integral and important part of our business
strategy.

